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We would like to introduce the two new teachers at Buddhi, who is making way
into the hearts of our young learners.
DEVYANI SAVAKOOR (Middle school Teacher)
I’m Devyani Savakoor, and I had never planned to be a teacher. I have a long past as a techie in
the corporate world, but I am savoring my reincarnation as a teacher and a writer. Sweet
serendipity led me to start teaching some years ago at my alma mater in Hyderabad, where I had
spent 12 years as a child. I found that I enjoy interacting with children and nourishing the love for
learning, enquiry and independent thinking. I taught English at my earlier school and I teach
middle-school Maths and IBL at Buddhi. I have a Bachelor’s and Masters in Engineering.

MEGHNA AGARWAL (Business Studies Teacher)
Hello parents. I am Mrs. Meghna Agarwal , a Chartered Accountant by qualification. I come with

more than a decade of experience working with Blue Chip companies like IBM, Mahindra and
Mahindra, Philips and Reliance.
I have always been hard working and an ace student and hence teaching comes naturally to me
and won several accolades like secured Highest marks in Cost & Works Accountancy, Accounts &
Entrepreneurship Development during my Graduation. I have also been awarded several prizes in Inter & Intra
school painting competitions, Table tennis, Debates etc

ATHLETIC MEET – 9TH FEBRUARY 2018
Buddhi School Athletic Meet was held on 9th February 2018. It
was a day filled with zeal and excitement.
The event was held at our beautiful Heserghattahad campus,
with track and field events. The young athletes raced through the
80 and 100metre sprints and relay races, and powered into shot
put and distance throws. Last but not the least, our littlest
athletes too jumped into the fray and dashed through their races,
loving every single moment!
At the end of the day, the children were delighted to receive their
gold, silver and bronze medals.

ART WORKSHOP – mid- February
The world around us changes rapidly. Often the issues that face us seem insurmountable, the
depletion of our natural resources, our overcrowded cities and the dizzying pace in which
our lives are lead, all seem overwhelming. This is the world that our children inherit. Luckily
for us they are more than able for the task! Only if only we prepare them well for it though.
Speculative Design is one such emerging field that invites essential critique and debate about
our current social reality. Is it possible to use imagination to dream up alternative ways of
living and being? Rather than tinkering with the world to fix it, can we dream of ways in
which our futures could be altered? How do we speculate, ideate and dream to invent a
future so as to better understand the present?

Design is now widely recognized as a pervasive approach and an essential mindset that
allows for an empathetic engagement with the world, in order to look at problems in a new
light and design relevant solutions that create impactful and far reaching change. And the
good news is that more and more young people are choosing professions that allow them to
bring in critical thought and critical change to our future
realities. Wouldn’t we want our young children to be part of it all
too?
Buddhi organised a workshop in March this year to start young
learners on such a design thinking journey. The workshop
acquainted students with the rich vocabulary, methods and
processes that design thinkers and practioners use. For instance,
they saw how we could address creative design solutions for ways
in which waking up in the morning becomes easy! Or we could
create whacky prototypes for a dustbin that would encourage
people to segregate garbage! We hope that they now believe
design thinking can be used to address most challenges!
Needless to say the budding designers had a field day making
their whacky and cool design solutions. See for yourself.

MASTER CHEF - 28TH MARCH 2018
The much awaited Buddhi Master chef 2018 was held on 28th March 2018 with much fun and
galore with children displaying the best of their culinary and organisational skills. The theme
for this year’s Master chef was Food Trucks. The middle and high school children were
grouped into four teams with two teachers-in-charge in each team. Each team had a name; so
we had Eat-Aly, Sous Chefs, Zesty Bites and Incredibles as the four teams. The teams were
given a budget of Rs3000 in which they had to buy ingredients, decorate their food trucks
and purchase plates, spoons and glasses to serve. As the event was a green one, with ‘No
Plastics’, the children had to use biodegradable items to serve. The children were also not
allowed to use the stove and could use the oven and grill for baking and warming up their
food items. They had to sell their products to their parents and other visitors and the parents
would vote for the best dish. Each team had its own way of functioning and organising
things. In a couple of teams, we could see leaders taking the initiative to help their teams sail
through. In other teams, all the team members were working together to get things organised.
The teams which had baked goods to serve, started making preparations for baking on 26th.
On 27th, the four teams were allotted work stations in the dining hall. The children were
marked for planning, cleanliness, hygiene, teamwork, organisational skills, noise level and
initiative.
Parents and visitors started pouring in on 28th from 10’o clock onwards. The middle school
children presented a play ‘Cafe Murder’ in line with Master chef. Though it was an informal
play presentation (not an elaborate event), the students planned and organized necessary

costume to be dressed in and prepared the setting for the play. The school dining area was
converted into a mini cafeteria and the audience / parents were part of the cafeteria
involved in the play too! They were given the responsibility to question all the characters to
detect the murderer, which amazingly majority of them could identify. It was a good
exposure and a learning experience for our students and moreover they had fun presenting
the play for their parents. The children also played their band.
Under mini Master chef, the primary children were grouped into two teams with two
mystery boxes. The mystery boxes contained various ingredients with they were required to
create dishes. The primary children displayed efficiency in cutting, chopping, peeling veggies
and fruits and decorating the canapes. They went ahead and served their creations to their
parents who were full of praise for the young chefs. Food Trucks opened for parents and
other visitors at 11:30 am. The children with their chef caps on, were on their toes right from
the very beginning. The guests went stall hopping tasting the fast food delicacies. It was a
delight to watch guests relishing pasta salad, veggie sticks and sausages and chocolate mousse
and Mojito.
As per the votes given by the visitors, it was a close finish. In terms of votes, Sous Chefs was
ahead of its nearest rival team, Zesty Bites by two votes, while Zesty Bites recorded the
highest number of sales!! Some children from each team were appreciated for taking
initiative, responsibility, extra effort and steering their teams.
Buddhi Master chef 2018 was a grand success and a fantastic learning experience for all!

WORKSHOP FOR THE TEACHERS – 1st June 2018

-

Conducted by Suman Bhat
The management at Buddhi organised a workshop for the English
faculty as it understands the needs of teachers and learners of English and the challenges they
face and recognise that qualifications may not be all that is needed in today’s classrooms. The
aim of this workshop for teachers of English was to share considerable knowledge, skills and
expertise in teaching, provide information, clarify grey areas, introduce new approaches to the
teaching of English and give teachers the opportunity to come together to discuss issues around
preparing students for exams. Suman Bhat spoke to the English faculty to enrich them with ELT
(English Linguistic Training) and how it is most widely used and an effective way of teaching
students English. She spoke about Linguistics and the importance of language.
Ms. Suman spoke about, Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing as a tool for communication.
She drew their attention to what Diction and Register meant with a simply group exercise.
The 21st century calls for building skills in communication to be achievers in any area, was what
she impressed upon all the teachers. She went on to explain one aspect in detail which was
Discourse. She emphasised that technology is an important part of a
child’s life today, there is news reaching students in various forms.
It is important for children to be able to read between the lines,
learn the ability to differentiate between real and fake news.

REACHING FOR THE STARS
Jaisimha, our middle schooler had won a silver medal in the finals of the
state level Wushu championship held during the Christmas vacation,
month of December. For us, Wushu or Kung Fu as it is also called, is a
first, and needless to say we are thrilled to have a martial arts star in our
midst. Way to go Jaisimha, we are proud of you!
In May, Saniya and her partner
won the under 16 girls doubles and
Deepshika and her partner were
runner up in the Mistral Solutions
Open – AITA Super Series Under 16
tournament.

Saniya won the under 16 singles’ title in tennis in June at
Bangalore Club.

OPENING OF THE NEW PLAY AREA – JUNE 15th
Play is often defined as children’s
work.

It

is

through

play

that

children organize and make sense of

the world. Play also helps children
work through tensions in their lives.
Play brings out children’s creativity
and so much more. We are delighted

to announce that our new play area was thrown open for the
pre-schoolers and primary students. The
children have been having the
time of their life playing in sand
and

water-

many

developmental
children

must

of

tasks

the
that

achieve—

exploring, risk-taking, fine and
gross motor development and the
absorption of vast amounts of
basic knowledge—can be most

effectively learned through outdoor play, which we are a

witness to at the new play center.
The middle school students created games to make this play
centre more attractive and interesting using mostly used
articles and recycling them. They created basketball’’ using
disposable cups and a cardboard box, ‘hit the cans’ with used
soft drink cans, ‘footprints’ game on a cloth, ‘maze’ using
newspaper, pieces of thermacol…, hoopla, feed the shark… are

amongst others

Blossoming of the Buddhi Library - 29th June 2018
Armed with cash and snacks,
twenty-two
middle
schoolers,
three teachers and one stoic bus
driver set out on a Friday
morning, determined to make it
through Bangalore traffic to
Blossom Book House on Church
Street. The mission was clear - stock up the Buddhi
School library.
The snacks were deployed as soon as the bus door was
secured. The journey was long, but the chatter and the camaraderie made
it bearable. Finally, Church Street was within a short walk. The group
trooped up to the third floor of the new
Blossom Book House - a paradise for
book lovers. Each child had a budget of
Rs 200 to pick out a book of their
choice. They were free to team up with
others and pool their resources for a
more expensive book.
Given that they barely had 40 minutes

to look around the huge book store, the children did very well
in picking out books of their choice. Some had teamed up to
pick a more expensive book and most had a small amount
left over that they used to pick out comics and Tinkle
magazines that will surely make the primary kids happy. In
addition to the children’s choices, we also bought books from
a well-researched list we had compiled.

We started back for Buddhi with a sense of achievement and a
heavy carton containing over 70 books, including comics. The
bus ride back seemed much noisier, with spider spotting and
bursting balloons. Balloons? Apparently, Pizza Hut handed
them out to the passing children. We teachers were not as
thrilled about it as the children were.

The children have already started borrowing books, beginning
with the one they picked out. And so begins the great Library
adventure; we will continue to add to the school’s collection. We
also welcome donations of books that you no longer need or
read - we promise to give them a good home at Buddhi.

AT SCHOOL AND ON TIME
The children need to be in school and on time every day. If they are not here they are missing
out on vital learning experiences and can fall behind very quickly. Our attendance and
punctuality figures make up part of the information used to judge how well we are doing.

FROM THE OFFICE:
We have come to the second term and the team at Buddhi would like to say a heartfelt thank
you for the support you have given us so far. We are continuing our focus on being learning
centred, celebrating the progress and achievements of all our students. Not only do we
consider our students’ innate ability and their performance and work habits in class, we also
spend time reflecting on how they learn, how to raise their confidence as learners and how to
harness their motivation and enthusiasm for learning.

IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER:
1st, 2nd and 3rd August – Matches (tentative)
15th August – Independence Day Celebrations at Buddhi
22nd to 24th August – Holidays on accord of Bakrid and Varamahalakshmi
31st August and 1st September – Parent Teacher meetings and Portfolio review (preschool and
primary)
8th to 19th October – Dussera Holidays
22nd October – School reopens after Dussera vacation

